
FOURTH WEBINAR SATURDAY 26/06/2021

The  webinar  –  ‘Role  of  modern  technologies  in  managing  f&B  Service  operations’.was

organized  on  26th  June  2021  at  03:00  pm by  STATE  INSTITUTE  OF  HOTEL  MANAGEMENT,

CATERING TECHNOLOGY AND APPLIED NUTIRITION (SIHMCT & AN)   Governed by Uttarakhand

Tourism  Development  (UTDB),  Government  of  Uttarakhand.  (A  Constituent  Institute  of

Uttarakhand Technical University) Moldhar, New Tehri, Tehri Garhwal. 

Mr. Rajeev Sharma,  Food & Beverage Manager, Holiday Inn Jaipur City Centre , Jaipur. Were

the resource person for webinar on topic- ‘Comparison of Food and Beverage Industry trends

in the Pre and Post Pandemic’.

The webinar was registered by 207 candidates through Google form across the globe, In the

second webinar conducted by State IHM, today total attendance was 199 including Hospitality

students,  Research  Scholars,  Hospitality  Faculties,  hoteliers  and  other  having  the  common

interest  attended the session. 

The objective of conducting this webinar was

• To upgrade the technical Knowledge of F&B. 

• To identify the upgraded technology used in hotels during pandemic.

• To identify the importance of technology in F&B operations.

•  To  discuss  among  the  students  basic  requirements  and  training  needed  to  become

technosavy F&B employee.

• To discuss modern technological trend among the students in F&B.

Mr. Rajeev Sharma started the session by giving thanks to director State IHM, organizing team

and all participants and introduces himself and shares his experience of his career among the

participants  considering  the  objectives  to  cover  every  aspect  within  the  time duration.  He

started  with the  role  of  technology  that  has  shown advancement  in  the last  15-  20 years

particularly in the hospitality sector. He also discussed about the F&B career which is growing at

a fast pace for that the candidate must be aware of the technology, also must aware of the

latest software and application that are being currently used, he further gave the examples of

swiggy, zomato etc that have done the business during his pandemic as well to achieve their

target. He also discussed the application that are being used in the hotel operations like opera,

IDS etc which have not only bring the effectiveness in working of the employee as well but also

increase the sale of the organization. Later he informed about the hierarchy of the f&B also the



food service operation during the current pandemic scenario. He discussed about the role of

technology importance and role in the customer prospective with examples of his own in the

hotel industry. He further discussed about the examples o technology in the F&B operation like

Digital Menu, online table reservation through mobile app, selection of dishes as per choice

through online app., online payment, online feedback of the guest through mobile app etc have

increased with the advancement of technology along with the customer convenience.  With

technology help one may easily identify the guest preference and this saves times during the

operations of the organization. He gave the examples of hotels like Taj which is using the online

table reservation system. The current Applications are coming up with the advance features like

online dining restaurant, online order online delivery which are being currently using in their

hotel at jaipur which is convenient to handle and guest can pay through the QR code. He also

discussed the entrepreneurship prospective in the F&B by giving examples of Swiggy, Zomato

which have been doing business through the technology only and the coming time in the F&B

would be of Technology only along with the showmanship skills, In his presentation he furher

present  the  boxes  of  food  deliveries  and  explains  the  details  imprinted  in  the  box  to  the

participants to explain practically how the operations is being currently run in the organization. 

He also gave the tips to participants about what skills and qualities are required to be a f&B

professionals and at last handle the questions of the participants very satisfactorily.


